Cornerstone Church Liverpool Covid-19 Guidelines
As we run the sessions to get to know and support students linked to Cornerstone Church
Liverpool in the Ramilies Road Cornerstone Liverpool building in the coming weeks, there
are a number of guidelines we need to ask you to adhere to whist in and around the
building in order for everyone to be ‘Covid-safe’:
•
•
•

•

•

•
•
•
•

Firstly, if you or anyone you have been in close contact with are experiencing Covid19 symptoms, please do not attend.
Upon arrival at the building, please use the main entrance to enter the building, but
keep a social distance between others in the queue of people (if there is a queue)
and please be wearing your mask ready to enter.
The leader of the session will be on the door to direct you to sign the attendance list
so that we can have a fully accurate track and trace record. There will be hand
sanitiser on the table with the list, so please ensure you sanitise after signing the
record.
The main church room will be the only room used for the sessions, and we would
encourage you to fill up the seats from the front of the room first so that people
don’t have to walk past each other more than necessary. The seats will have been
sanistised before the sessions begin.
There is only one toilet in use currently (the disabled toilet) to reduce the cleaning
burden. In the toilet there is provided a range of cleaning equipment, so if you want
to clean anything down before using it please do so. At the end of every session that
uses the church the toilet/basin/door lock & handle etc will be thoroughly cleaned
down.
Unfortunately we are not able to provide any refreshments at the moment, but if
you would like to bring your own drink with you that is completely fine.
At all times whilst in the building you will be required to wear a mask unless you
have a medical exemption which means you don’t have to.
There may be music being played in the room, but we have to ask you not to sing
along, due to the current restrictions on Covid-19 guidelines.
At the end of the session, you will be asked to leave the room via the fire exit door
row by row, from the front row first. There will be hand santister provided near the
exit door for you to use should you wish to.

Our hope is that by following these guidelines, you will be able to enjoy meeting together in
a safe environment to get to know and support each other in the context of the Cornerstone
Church Liverpool family.

